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I want to write a Transaction(clause) method for serializing some data into a xml format. I want the method to work for any type
(i.e. any class). Is there any way to do that? public void Transaction() { //write xml } The reason i want it to be generic is to be
able to write a generic method like... public void Transaction() { //write xml } Any sample code would be greatly appreciated.

A: You might want to have a look at XmlSerializer (from the namespace System.Xml). This can serialize objects of type T.
‘Battered Women’ Exhibit Premieres at Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian On October 10, just outside the
Washington, DC, metro area, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI) hosted a three-day event to
celebrate the launch of a new exhibit, “Battered Women.” The exhibit is the first museum-scale collection of its kind, featuring
91 artifacts and text panels illustrating different aspects of Native American women’s lives and experiences. The exhibit, along
with its accompanying book and traveling exhibit, demonstrate how Native women’s struggles have been common for centuries.

The exhibit follows scholars on the trail for three years, and in the process, shed light on widespread issues facing Native
women today, from the reservation to the urban setting. The book, “Landscape of Heartbreak: Women’s Struggles for Identity,”

offers 30 chapters by 25 scholars and explores how the rise of Christianity, issues of generational violence, and government
intervention on reservations have had a lasting impact on Native women. The National Museum of the American Indian, held in

Washington, DC, is an organization that brings together American Indian and Alaska Native art, history, and culture, and
provides lifelong learning opportunities in the United States. The NMAI’s three day event featured performances by Native

artists and activists, traditional Native music, and traditional dances.
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uses your mouse or keyboard.Ricola asks Google for address for ‘old fashioned old couple’ Ricola has approached Google for

help tracking down the last house of an old couple so that they can be sent some of their cherished belongings. The British
company has launched the ‘Don’t worry if they’re not here’ campaign on Google’s behalf. The website urges UK residents to

share their experiences of farewelling people who have died so that Google can collect data on ‘the places, people and
belongings people leave behind’. The ‘nothing but good memories’ campaign was sparked by a picture posted on Twitter by a
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